
Sending Grade Nudge Messages over SMS

Recently, undergraduates have moved away from the use of e-mail. While this trend is

troubling for many reasons, it also has implications for the grade nudge. It is true that the

grade nudge can be attached directly to homework assignments. However, online homework

systems (e.g. Aplia) necessitate the instructor sending a grade nudge as a separate e-mail.

In this short document, you will lean how to send the grade nudge over SMS using the grade

nudge software and Cloudcom SMS (https://cloudcomapps.com) – a third party add-on to

Google Sheets. This tutorial assumes you are already familiar with the grade nudge software

and have read the instructions (available for download at https://bensresearch.com/nudge).

Prior to starting this tutorial, please make sure you have all the necessary perquisites. In

the case of the grade nudge software, you will need a gradebook file, a gradescale and the

software itself. For more details, please see the instructions or the paper. For Cloudcom

SMS (https://cloudcomapps.com), you will need to signup for an account using the same

Google account that you use with the grade nudge software. You should also purchase some

SMS credits so can send the nudge message.

Open the grade nudge software and fill in the appropriate fields (Figure 1). However, unlike

when you deliver the message over e-mail or attach it directly to an assignment, select “send

nudge to ‘message’ column of gradebook.” This will save the customized nudge message for

each student in a column of the Google Sheets gradebook. If the ‘message’ column does

not exist, it will be created by the grade nudge software. Once you have filled in all of the

appropriate fields, click “Send Nudge Messages.”

Once the nudge messages have been delivered to the gradebook, you can close the grade

nudge software and open your gradebook spreadsheet within Google Drive.

From within the spreadsheet, you first need to install the Cloudcom SMS add-on. From the

“Add-ons” menu, select “get add-ons...” In the search box, type “cloudcom”. This should

result in a single search result. Click the plus button in the upper right corner and follow

the onscreen instructions.

Once the add-on is installed, there will be a new menu item called “Cloudcom SMS” under

the “Add-ons” menu. As shown in Figure 2, select the phone numbers in the spreadsheet.

Make sure that each of these numbers start with a country code (e.g. in the U.S. all numbers

should start with a “1”). Now, select the menu item Add-ons → Cloudcom SMS → Send
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Figure 1: Using the “send nudge to ‘message’ column of gradebook” feature, the nudge message will be
saved to a column in Google Sheets.

Figure 2: The Google Drive gradebook file after the grade nudge software has delivered.

SMS messages. This will launch the software and show you a list phone numbers that the

software believes to be valid. If everything looks good, click the next button.
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The message screen is pictured in Figure 3. The nudge message was saved to a column

titled “message”. Therefore, you can indicated the appropriate message content by typing

“<<message>>” into the available field (as shown in the figure). Once you have completed

this step, click the next button.

Figure 3: Cloudcom SMS’ message interface. Because the nudge message is saved in the column labeled
“message,” type “<<message>>” into the “Your message” box.

On the next screen, the add-on will show you the cost to send the SMS messages. Assuming

you have enough credits, click the “send now” button. With that, you’re done! Each student

will receive the nudge message over SMS (as shown in Figure 4).

Figure 4: A nudge message received over SMS.
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